
Startup Ecosystem Award 
Governments often play in important role in countries that have a successful startup ecosystem. 
When we think of startups and a great startup culture, we only imagine the crucial role that 
entrepreneurs play. But governments in startup economies have progressively played a critical 
role in developing a startup culture by creating better policies, reducing tax burden, easing 
migration of talented workers, having developed infrastructure, etc. Governments have also 
encouraged a culture of innovation and research by creating programs and educational 
institutions to create talent and tech developments in an economy. Such governments that have 
adapted with the times and encouraged startup development have helped raise the standard of 
living and economies of their countries. 
 
Also, governments must be aware that they need to provide more support locally not centrally. 
Hence, most state governments play an important role in executing policies and building a local 
startup ecosystem. 
 
This award will recognize a government authority that has succeeded in making their startup 
ecosystems successful. 
 
YOUR NOMINEES (limit three nominations per award category). Please specify whether 
the nominee(s) are for the private or public sector category. 
 

• Sector: Private   

• Project Name: Optica.ef ArtGallery 

• Company name: Optica.ef ArtGallery 
 
 
REASONS FOR NOMINATION (NOTE:  It is important that you make a detailed description of 
the nominee and why you think the nomination is justified. The absence of a detailed summary of 
qualifications as they relate to the above-mentioned award description will make it difficult for the 
awards committee to make an appropriate assessment of the candidate):  
 
 

Optica.ef ArtGallery is the first digital art gallery in Costa Rica.  Its objective is to simplify 
public access to art, promote professionalism, manage visual artist in Costa Rica and Latin 
America and bring them closer to the people and the world using technology.  Our plan is 
to grow and expand all creative and artistic sectors throughout Central America. 
 
Our theory is that when “regular” people learn and understand the value of art in our 
society it is held back from appreciating it due to life’s routines and struggles.  Can you 
imagine how much beauty they are missing?  
 
According to studies, most of the population demonstrate characteristics that could make 
them potential collectors of art.    Learning to appreciate art is not only about buying the 
best painting, but the value is also the pleasure and joy diverse forms of artistic 
experiences.  Digital art permits us to utilize virtual and augmented reality and increases 
our ability to create events, fairs, galleries, and other immersive events.  It won’t matter if 
your at home, you’ll be able to easily be in a museum in Paris, France, Asia or of any 
number of cultural museums.  This is what we want to demonstrate to the public, the 
possibility to democratize art (as referred by Google or Microsoft ideal) 
 



What make us specials? Maybe with art we will find out. 
 
We’ll create agreements with museums galleries, cultural centers, and other institutions, 
to have multifaceted approach.  This will support the artistic experience and allow the 
public to have a tangible real place to experience art and culture.  Therefore, we are 
participating, because we want to build a local and international network for everyone that 
looks for an immersive experience in the art dimension.  Hence, our direct contact with the 
public is essential for our marketing plans and with modern technology we can access to 
our clients wherever they may be. 
 
Some examples of virtual visual galleries are Beyond Van Gogh, art and culture by Google 
and Di Moda digital museum. Also we find online art galleries, but most of this interactions 
aren’t close to Latin America’s art market 

 
 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 
including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 
press release, etc.) 
 

Optica.ef gallery started in 2022 thanks to a prize by the Minister of Culture of Costa 
Rica.  The $10,000 fond was essential to the start-up seed capital for creative industry 
and accelerated it’s beginning.  
 
 Optica.ef ArtGallery promotes and manages extraordinary artist, whom historically they 
migrate to other markets due to lack of resources and accompaniment in the Latin America 
art market. 
In terms of the Orange economy and the art market at an international scale, scalability is 
surprisingly large.  Large commercial art centers like New York, Paris, and London, 
according to ArtBasel made $65 million USD in 2021 which was an increase of 29% more 
than 2019.  
 
In Latin America Brazil, Colombia (Art GDP is 3.5%) and Argentina are emerging as 
leaders and maybe we could include Costa Rica in the future.  Worldwide the Orange 
economy represents 3.0% GDP.  Online art sales are growing and were more than $6 
million USD. 
 
We will exhibit and sell 2-dimensional, 3-dimensional, and other media art.  On the other 
hand, to increase the number of consumers we will a dive the public for consume art and 
finally made projects in interior design with real estate and hotels business.   
 
We expect to generate sales and traffic in the digital platform of more than 180% and place 
our brand throughout the Latin American art marketplace.  Our projected goal for the next 
years to have a well-established sales plan, marketing plan, expositions and reach 
agreements with other galleries, and art events.  Like participating in Santa Fe New 
México, Barcelona Spain.  
 
Because of the method and operation, I’m also looking into expanding into the United 
States and improving service and quality, and accessibility.  This would increase my 
network, profit, and decrease cost and production logistics. 

 
 



Solution’s Web site: www.opticaef.com 

 
 
NOMINEE CONTACT INFORMATION (for award follow up and coordination) 
 

• Name/title:  Mss. Silvia Elena Fallas Garita  

• Email: silvia.fallas@opticaef.com 

• Phone/Mobil: (506) 8706-5828 

 
 
 

 

http://www.opticaef.com/
mailto:silvia.fallas@opticaef.com

